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PREFACE 

This  paper has five major sections.     In the first,   the  periodic 

time varying   network   with N-identical paths operating between modula- 

tors   is examined  theoretically  by  the use of Laplace transforms.    The 

transfer function  is derived  generally and then expanded for sinusoidal 

and  rectangular modulation.     In both cases the  low-pass  to band-pass 

characteristic  is retained assuming  low-pass elements   in each path. 

The next  section investigates  theoretically,   the effects of  using other 

than  low-pass  elements  in the N-paths.    The results are  such that,   if a 

high-pass,   first order all-pass,   or a simple band-pass  are used in the 

N-paths the resultant transfer function became a variable attenuator, 

a notch filter or a pair of  adjacent band-pass  filters  respectively. 

The third major area is that of switching variations.    A more practi- 

cally oriented configuration  is  Introduced,   its transfer function vac- 

ations are determined and then parallel switching is discussed.    In the 

last sections,   the "real world" tolerances and other variations of the 

components are accounted for in the transfer function of  the N-path fil- 

ter and their effects are noted  in five disturbance categories,  most 

serious of which are the variations  in the modulating waveforms.    Then 

finally there is a detailed  implementation of an N-path filter for use 

in an   IF of an AM/FM receiver which was introduced earlier in the lit- 

erature.    This application makes use of electronic bandwidth and fre- 

quency variations. 

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor A. M. 

Peterson,   of  the Electrical Engineering Department,   Stanford University, 

for his continued interest,   as well as,  useful comments and suggestions. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

By many,   N-path filters are considered to be of  rather recent 

interest,   but  in fact,   papers on this topic appeared as early as 1047. 

Probably the foremost reason for this general feeling  is that this spe- 

cialized network was,   and still is,   referred to by no loss than eight 

different names and probably more.    Some of these names are:    modulated 

filters   [EA1,   BA2,   DA2,   Ml,   MA2],  comb filters   [LEI],   commutated fil- 

ters   [BR1,   FI1,   SMI,   SU1,   SU2],   quadrature function filters   [PA1,  WEI), 

sampled-data filters   [FR2,   LI1],  digital filters   [HAI,   TH1],   switched 

filters   tACl,  AC2],   and N-path filters   [FR1,   GL1,   GL2,   1A1,   LA2,   LA3, 

IA4,   M01]. 

Thus,  as can be seen from above,  many papers indeed have already 

been written on some phase of N-path filters.    The motivation of this 

paper is not Just to introduce another which discusses a very narrow 

portion of the subject,   but rather,   to try to draw together discussions 

of the theory,   the variations,   the realization problems and applications 

of N-path filters. 

Why study N-path filters?    From experience we have discovered that 

a low frequency band-pass filter with sharp skirts is very hard to pro- 

duce using an RLC network or by using active RC techniques.    The stabil- 

ity of  these networks and the parts tolerances at these  low frequencies 

present economic and challenging technological problems.    Also when we 

consider the need for an inductorless filter for integrated circuits, 

the N-path filter appears to be very attractive since there are very 

few other good choices. 

The N-path filter is a periodic time varying network which consists 

of N identical paths,   each with a linear time-invariant  network,   operated, 

most simply,   between a set of  input and output modulators.    By using a 

low-pass filter in each of the N-paths,   the overall response of the net- 

work will be a low-pass to band-pass transformation. 

In  the earlier sections,   the discussions are mainly  centered on the 

theoretical characteristics  of  this network using low-pass elements  in 

each path.     Then,   later in the development,   other elements are  introduced 



into uach path and the result* noted. The more practical nature of the 

duvlcu and tho problems that are aaaoclated with them begin to come into 

vie* nt thia time. Soon it ia learned that a very close match of the 

transmission characteristics of each path is needed for acceptable Per- 

formance. This matter is discussed further, two active circuit config- 

urations are introduced in an effort to alleviate the inherent realiza- 

tion problems and a detailed application is cited using the ideas previ- 

ously introduced. 



Chapter  II 

TRANSFER FUNCTION DERIVATION 

Consider the following special arrangement of multipliers,    M, 
In 

and    M2 .     the    N    identical linear time-invariant  networks with the 

Impulse response    h(t),     and the multiplier controlling frequency 

f0 - 1/T    shown in Fig.  1.    The time functions    u Ct)    and    u  (t)    may 

v   (t) 
n 

y (t) 
n 

u^t) 

Fig.   1.     BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SERIES MULTIPLIER N-PATH FILTER. 

be Interpreted to be either voltages or currents.    Also shown  in the 

block diagram,   the multiplier controlling functions    p(t)    and    q(t) 

are synchronized by    f0    so that both the input and output are advanced 

without any phase lag.    The following discussion is based r.i those of 

Langer [LAI],  and Franks and Sandberg  [FR1]. 

When,   for Instance,  the multiplier controlling functions    p  (t) 

and    q  (t)    are a series of rectangular impulses,   their form is as 
n 

shown in Fig. 2.    The periodic functions    p(t)    and   q(t),     in general, 

can be expressed by their complex Fourier series: 
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p/t) 

P2(t) 

T T+ T t 

T+ T t 

T   = N 

T is the period 

PK(t) 

T-T        T 

Fig .  2.     SYNCHRONIZATION OF MULTIPLIER CONTROL FUNCTION. 

a= + » 

Kt) =    V    Paexp[ju)0atl 
0= "•co 

(i) 

l(t) =     V    Qo exp[jw0ßt] 
ß=-< 

where 
.    = 2n/T = 2«/NT = 2nf0,    and for any specific    Pn(t)    or   qn(t) 

p  (t)  = p[t -  (n - 1) T] 

(t)  = q[t -  (n - 1)  T] 

(2) 

■ --■"  , ti— 



thus yielding 

a= + <» 

P (t) ^     Pa exp|jw0a[t - (n - 1) Til 
S   "BO a« -oo 

ß= +00 

(3) 

qn(t) 8S     S    Qß oxp|JV[t - <" " 1> Til 
ßa - oo      P ' 

P_   and    Q.    are the Fourier coefficients of    p (t)    and    q  (t).    and up n n 
they are fixed by the type of waveform which   p (t)    and    q  (t)    are; 

n n 
e.g., sine, rectangular pulse, etc. 

The output u (t) of the network shown in Fig. 1 is composed of 

the functions p (t), q (t), h(t), and the input u, (t) summed over 
n    n  ' i 

all N channels. Since multiplication in the time domain corresponds 

to convolution in the frequency domain, it follows that 

u2(t) 

where 

= I V^ ■ I V^") * [Pn(t)ul(t)]} = 
n=i       n=i u 

N 

> v(t)  q (t) 
'—•  n    n 
n»l 

(4) 

/n(t) = h(t) ♦ [u1<t)Pn<t)] 

Converting to the frequency domain by means of the Laplace transformation 

N 

2 n^i    n n 
(5) 

If h(t) is not only passive, but also time invariant and has con- 

stant parameters, it follows that 



Vn(8)   =  [tjdi)  * ?„(■)]  H(«) (6) 

in onlor to evaluate Kq.   (6),    PIB)    must bo determined.    Thus from n 
Kq.   CO 

Pn(t) 
pa exp[jwoot] ^PN^o0^ " 1) T

J (7) 

and applying the Laplace transformation 

P (s) = >  P^ expf-Jw^aCn - 1) T| •  J-— 

since   ffexptatj)  = l/{8-a). 

I sing the results of Eq.  (8) and 

the following is obtained 

Thus,  by combining Eqs.   (6) and  (10),   it follows that 

(8) 

F(8) # —i— » F(s - a) (9) s • a 

li(8) * p
n

<8) = ^  p
a 

exp[-Jv
0a(n - l) T] UjCs - ju)oa) (10) 

vn(8) = 2- Pa oxpr-jw0Q(n - l) T 1 u1(8 - jw0a) H(s) (ll) 

By combining Eqs.   (5) and  (11),  and by again applying Eq.  (9),   it 

can be shown that 

l2(8)  «N    >  \   P^ expr-j^0(a + ß)(n-l)T]l'irs-Jw0(a + ß)]   H(s-J^oe) 

(12) 

* 1 



The summation over    n    is a geometric series with the quotient 

q  = exp -jwo(a + ß)  T (13) 

The summation over    n    can be written as 

v r 1      oN      i      expt-joj  (a + ß) TN]  - 1 
2,  exp -jw <n-l)(a + ß) T   = q    "     =       (14] 
n=l        L J      <* exp[-jwo(a + ß) T] - l 

Since    w    = 2n/T    and    T = T/N,     the sum becomes 

for    a + ß = integer.    When   (a+ß)/N = integer also,   the term  is an inde- 

terminate form of the type    0/0.    The limit of the fraction 

n« exp[-J2ff(a + ß)J  - 1 N exp[-J2ff(Q; + ß)]      „      nfiv 
""a        explE-J^Ca + ßVN]   - 1 - ^        exp[-J2n(a l ß)/N]  " N       (16) 

by applying I'Hospltal's rule.    The above is true only when    a,   ß    and 

k    are integers  (positive or negative) and    N    is a positive integer. 
Thus 

N 

2^ exp -jw (a + ß)(n - 1) T = N f 
n=l   L J for et + ß = kN     (17) 

= 0 ,   otherwise 

s obtained Now,   by combining Eqs.   (12) and  (17),     u (s)    i 

U2(S) = N 1^ P
aVl[S " n(« + ß>j H(s - ,1V)     for   a + ß = kN 

(18) 



II  we  let     a  = kN-f,      then Eq.   (18)  becomes 

12(S)   = N ^L V  PkN-ßQßUl[S   " JU0kN]  H(S  -  JV^ (19) 

From Eq.   (19)   it  can be seen that the summation over the two inde- 

pendent   indices    p    and    k    yields a spectrum of    u      with infinitely 

many  overlapping terms . 

liy   imposing certain band  limiting restrictions on the input signals, 

a transfer function  relation between  input  and  output can be derived. 

By  introducing a low-pass filter in series with the  input,   such that, 

I'  (s)    evaluated on the j^-axis essentially vanishes outside the inter- 

val     |-|  < Nu» /2.    The    U   [s - jw kN]    term,   fromEq.   (19),   satisfies  the 

restriction     |u)|  < N'^ /2    only when    w kN < NUJ /2,     and this only holds 

when    k  = 0.     Thus 

L'   (s)   = N   >   P  JJJLCs)  H(s   - JU) ft) (20) 
* ^o"       ~P   P    l U 

By examining the above equation,   it can be seen that it represents 

a low-pass to band-pass transformation with all the harmonics and a dc 

component   if  the    H(jw)    represents a low-pass filter.    Therefore,   if 

•       is considered to be the center frequency,     ß    becomes the harmonic 

index     (u;    > w /2,     ^r T < 3w /2    being the lower and upper cut-off fre- 

quencies).     Thus,   selecting    ß = ±1    making    u      the center frequency: 

u2(s)     r i G(s) = rm= N[p-iQiH(s" ^ + piQ-iH(s + J^o^       (21) 

the  Impulse response  for the  low pass-bandpass  transformation. 

As has been noted above,   the center frequency of  the bandpass  re- 
i 

sponse  is determined  by the frequency of  the modulation of  the paths. 

The half-power frequency,   on the other hand,   is determined by the cut- 
i 

off frequency  of  the     N    identical  low pass filters  in the    N    paths 

(see  Fig.   3). 



HUOJ) 

■^    '      '/  U 

H(j^±jw0) 

"b+UJl  ^ 

Fig. 3.  FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF  H(jw) AND H(jw±jw). 

Of particular importance to the circuit's ability to hold the center 

frequency w. is the tolerance and Instability of all the independent 

network components. As yet, it has not been shown what effect the modu- 

lation voltage waveform and path number have on the transfer function 
0(8). 

Two modulating functions of particular interest;   the sine wave,   and 
the rectangular wave with amplitude will be discussed next. 

A.      Sinusoidal Modulation 

The coefficients of the complex Fourier series for 

n m 

where   A    is the amplitude,  are 

(22) 

9 
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P    ^Q    -k   f a     "a     T j0 
A  sin <'   t exp 

^- A      for    a = +1 

r1uoatJ = {  2 A    f or  a =   l 

for   a ^ ±1 

thus 

(23) 

KM  a** ~ 0       for       k ^ 0       and       N > 2ß KW—p   p 
(24) 

The transfer function using the above  results OA  Eq.   (21),   Is 

G(s) i^n - N
IT 

H (s  - J^0) + ^- H(s  + J "o)] for      N > 2     (25) 

Equation  (25) shows that for sinusoidal modulation the transfer 

function Is real,   and directly proportional to the number of paths and 

the square of the magnitude of the sinusoidal modulating function.    With 

the    N > 2ß    restriction,   the transfer function    G(s)    Is true without 

further band-limiting restrictions. 

B.      Rectangular Modulation 

This method of modulating the filter Is of particular practical 

Importance since the modulation may alternately be Implemented by simple 

transistor switching.    The switching frequency would still be    ^Q » 2n/T 

and the switching time would be    T = T/N    where    T    is the on or dwell 

time of each path. 

Tho switching or gating time function is 

pn(t)  ■= . n lo 
jl       for      (n - 1)T +  (v - 1)T < t < m +  (v - 1)T 

for all other    t v = 1|2,3,   ... 
(26) 

10 
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and q (t) is analogous to pft). 
n n 

The derivation of the Fourier coefficients P^ and QQ are of the 
form a 

1 /-T        r     -, 

'a SS T  /    P(t> exP -Jw
nat   dt 

= j j     exp -j   . — crt   dt 

sin^ 
= exp 

«a 

Similarly 

sin^ 

S ' ^h   ' f ] ' ^ (28) 

Thus 

•m2 J sin2 i 
P-1Q1  = —2- and P^-x  = —T5 (29) 

Substituting these results into Eq.   (21) yields 

U2(s) sin2 £ r 
clB) ' v^T) s N -J- [H(8 " JUJo) + H(s + ^i (30) 

11 



The network damping function ia dependent on N and can be con- 

sidered to be the insertion attenuation of the filter 

>  = N 

, 2 n 
sin - 

N 

n 
(31) 

where for N = 2 

and for N = 3 

and ultimately 

_2_ 
?2 ~ 2 

73 * 4«2 

lim 7N = 0 

Thus the maximum output occurs when N = 3  (see Fig. 4).  This is 

not a strict requirement for the minimum number of paths being N = 3. 

2 
( 1 

( 1                    III 

1 1 

(1                      1 
1      ill 

t 

ol_         1 

1 IT 

J WIM 
10 16 

Fig.   4.     RECTANGUIAR M0DU1ATED N-PATH FILTER DAMPING 
WITH  VARIOUS  VALUES  OF     N. 

12 
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Then, in order to avoid the multivalued and overlapping terms in Eq. (20), 

we put the restriction on the input ILCs) thit |u'| < N^_/2 thus neces- 

sitating    N > 3. 

To illustrate the fact that the bandwidth of the N-path filter is 

due strictly to the bandwidth of the    H(jw)    function and  is  Independent 

of the center frequency    w ,     consider a simple low-pass  RC network such 

that the low pass-bandpass transformation maps    H{,iw)    into    IKJ^-JM ). 

To make the synthesis of a filter with a center frequency  in the MHz 

range possible,   it is necessary to have a very stable switching frequency 

u .    Assume that the real portion of  the frequency function    s = a + jw 

is zero,   such that    s = ju,     then: 

G(s) -»GCjw) 

From Eq.   (30) 

U  (ju) sin2 | r 1 
G(Ja,) = ülFT = N —T* LH(J(iJ " JtV + H(Jtj) + ^O^ C32) 

From the right term in the above  it can be seen that the response Is a 

mirror Image around the frequency    u . 

Let 

H(jw)  = — 1 
JWRC 

(33) 

which is a single ..'   low pass section with the cut-off frequency    (J. , 

"g = £ (34) 

so that 

'     +   1 

13 
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IH(>  - ,ju0)|  = ±1 ±1 

J(u - u  )2R2C2 + i r-^y +1 

(36) 

Assuming that 

f    = 1 MHz 

f    = 1 kHz 
g 

then using Eq. (36) the response curve |H(.1u-jw )| can be plotted as 

shown In Flg. S. From this curve it can be observed that the response 

is strictly symmetric around f .  It may all 

the response of a simple LC bandpass filter. 

is strictly symmetric around f .  It may also be noted that this is 

|H(J^-Ju0)| 

1 

1 
• 

1 

/IN 
0.5 / 

f  ! ' 
^ 

y 
1F^mm 

i N ̂  

i .005 f 

0 

-fh 995 f 

i      1 
1 
t        ; 

-   . J , J 
f 

J 

Fig.   5.     N-PATH FILTER RESPONSE CURVE WITH SIMPLE RC  LOW  PASS SEC- 
TIONS FOR    H(.jw). 

14 



From Flg. 5, observe that the 3 db bandwidth is 2 kHz, since it 

was assumed that f
0 = ! MHz. From the well known relation that 

f 
Q = 3^ (37) 

this arrangement theoretically would have a    Q   of 500. 

Considering the    H(jw)    function to be strictly that  of a  low-pass 

filter,   and  if the cut-off frequency of  that low-pass  filter is   to be 

sufficiently  low,   i.e., 

wg < N ■— (38) 

then the input filter on the N-path filter, considered in the paragraph 

just abovQ Eq. (20) becomes unnecessary. That Is to say, that the con- 

dition on the input established at that time, is replaced by H(.ju) be- 

ing a low-pass filter that satisfies the condition of Eq. (38). If Eq, 

(38) is rearranged and the result substituted into Eq. (37), a very in- 

teresting result Is obtained,   i.e., 

2w 2f 
a)   > —£ or f    > —^ 

0 -    N 0 -    N 

thus 

I f 2f 

^B^NB? 
(39) 

A broadband filter on the output of the N-path filter is also necessary 

to recover the single "tuned" bandwidth of interest, if a "comb filter" 

response is not desired. 

15 
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Chapter III 

VARIATIONS OF' THE    H(s)    FUNCTION 

The previous section was only concerned with    ll(s)    being a low-pass 

filter since the transfer function   C(s)    represented the standard low- 

pass-bandpass transformation.    Here, a discussion of the form of    G(s) 

when    H(s)    represents other than a low pass structure is presented as 

developed by Acampora  [AC2J. 

Observing Eqs.  (25) and  (30),  it can be seen that a basic general- 

ization of the transfer function is possible,   i.e., 

U2(s) r , 
G(s)   = jj-^y =  K|H(S  - ju)0)  +  H(S  +  .J^H (40) 

Assuming that    H(s)    can be written as a ratio of two finite degree poly- 

nomials    N(s)    (unrelated to the constant    N   used in Chapter nj and 

DCs),     then 

[N(s - jw0)       N(s + jo)0)1 

D(s - JU)0) 
+ D(s ; jcyj 

[N(s - jw0)D(s  + jw0) + N(s + Jw0)D(s  - J^Q)! 

D(s  - Jw0)D(s + ju0) ^J (41) 

"KQ(s) 

The poles of    G(s)    are dependent only on the poles of    H(s);    the zeros 

of    G(s)    are not as simple. 

The following develops a more general expression for the numerator 

of    G(s).    Using the Laplace transform-pair correspondence  [see Appendix, 

Eq.   (A.l)],   the numerator products can be written as convolved time do- 

main functions,  as follows: 

17 



I>(H) «-.  / j(l(Oroxp(-J'-0T)Jn(t - T)|exp(juo(t - T))] 

♦ d<T) [exp(J^0T)Jn(t  - T)|exp(-^0(t - T))jJ 

(42) 

dT 

or 

P(8) ,_♦ j d(T)n(t-T)rexp(juJo(t-2T))  + exp(-jwo(t - 2T>)J dT  (43) 

P(8)  «-»Z    I d(T)n(t - T) cos U' (t  - 2T) dT (44) 

Expanding   cos x    as 

2        4 
coBX = l-|7+|7-... (45) 

Thus 

PCs) 
.+ oe 

2   I d(T)n(t - T) f 
2 2 4 4 

WQU   -  2T) ^(t   - 2T) 
1   —   ^^"^^^^^^^~**  +   ^^^"T^^^^  +    • • • 

2! 41 

[y* - 2T>2k] 
(46) 

(2k)! 
dT 

l 

Rewriting 

P(s) r • + 00 

a   I d(T)n(t 
- 00 

-   T) -3THH
2
4HH

4
— 
(47) 

(-l)Vk 

(2k 
2k 

dT 

18 



and 

• + 00 

P(S) ♦-♦2" J_M     d(T)n(t-T)dT.i£   r        d(T)n(t.T)r(t.T 
~ 00 L 

)2   -   2(t -T)   T 

_ ,  ,,!<  2k 

+ <t-xKjdT + ...+-__o. r    d(T)„(t.T)r(t.T)2k   (48) 

•'-00 

- 2k( ...     ^v2k-l         2k(2k - 1)   _        ,2k-2  2                     2k1 ( 
;(t - T)         T +  T-,  (t - T)         T    +   ... + T        dT + . .., J 1 

using the binomial theorem of expansion.    Or,   finally, 

P(s (0        n "
2
  r 

)  = 2JN (s,D0(s)  - -f [N
2
(S)D

0
(S,  - 2N1(s)D1(s)  + ^(s)l}2(s) 

u4 

4? [N4(s)D0(s)  - 4N3(s)D1(s)  + 6N
2{s)D2(s) 

- 4N1(8)D3(s)  + N
0(s)D4(8)]  +   ... 

(49) 

(-1)^ 

J^-    N2k(s)D0(s)  - 2kN2k"1(s)D1(s) 

L 2k(2k  - 1) „2k-2.   .2,   , 0,   ,2k     J 
+  JT  N (s)D  (s) +   ...  + N   (s)D     (s)    +   ... 

where the superscripts on the    N(s)    and    D(s)    functions denote deriva- 

tives with respect to    s   •  P(s)    may be rewritten  in the following short- 
hand notation; 

= 2{T0(s)  +  ^T1(s) + .0
4T2(S)+   ...^0

2kTk(s)+...| PCs) 
(50) 
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where 

T0(s)  = N0(s)D0(s) 

■1(S)   = iy   [N2
(
S
)

D0
(

S
>  *  2N1(s)D1(s)   +  N0(s)D2(s)l (51) 

Tk(s)  = -^ly  ^N2k(s)D0(s)   - 2kN2k'1(s)D1(s) +   ...  + N0(s)D2k(s) 

Equation   (50)  is the generalized form of    P(s)    that was  sought for 

Eq.   (41).     It should also be noted  that when both    N(s)    and    D(s)    are 

finite degree polynomials,   Eq.   (50)  is truncated at a point where all 

higher order derivatives of    N(s)     and    D(s)    are zero.     Letting the 

degrees of     N(s)     and    D(s)     be    £     and    m    respectively,   then,     k, 

the subscript  of  the last    T(s)    function  in Eq.  (50),   is 

—r— if    £  + m    is even 

k  = ' (52) 

^ + " " 1 if    i  + m    is odd 

To illustrate the effect of various    h(t)    functions,   it  is  suffi- 

cient  to consider the    k = 1    case.     Thus,   the transfer function    G(s) 

reduces  to: 

2 
T  (s) + W

0T  (s) 
G(s)  = 2K DCs  - jw0)D(s  + ju0) 

(53) 
2 to 

N(s)D(s)  - ~    N2(s)D0(s)   -  2N1(s)D1(s)   + N0D2(s)( 
=  2K 

j [N
2
(S)D

0
. 

D(s  -  JWO)D(S  + J^0) 

20 



By examining the Above equation,   it can be seen tliat the polo« origlnnto 

at    ^Q = 0    as double roots of    IHS)    and migrate in Htraight  linos  in 

the    ±jw     directions as direct functions of     .  ;    however,   the zeros 

originate at the conbined roots of    N(s) I)(s)    at    '     = 0    and migrato 

along calculable loci as a function of    w ,    and the roots finally ter- 

minate at the roots of    T.Cs)    as    '"      approaches infinity.     In the fol- 

lowing examples,   the established root-locus  techniques,   as presented  by 

Truxal  [TR1] and others,  are utilized. 

A.      H(s)—Simple High-Pass Filter 

For this  illustration,  consider    H(s)  = s/(s + l),    a simple normalized 

high-pass filter.    For this choice of    H(s),     N2(s)D0(s) = N0(s)D2(s)  = 0 

and    -2N1(s)D1(s) = -2. Thus 

S(S   +   1)   +   UL 

G(s)  = 2K (s + 1 .ju;0)(s +  1  +  ju)0) = K 
1 PCs) 

Q(s) 
(54) 

In Fig.  6,   the plots  of the roots of    H(s)     and    G(s)    are plotted,   as 

well as,   the root  loci of the poles and  zeros of    G(s).    From these plots 

and £q.   (54)  it can be seen that a commutated high-pass filter leads to 

a variable attenuator.    For the specific    H(s)    chosen here,   the maximum 

attenuation is 6 db when the poles and zeros  of    G(s)    are nearly hori- 

zontally aligned. 

B.      H(s)—First Order All Pass Section 

For the simple all pass section consider    H(s) = (s-l)/(s + l). 

Again,     N2(s)D0(s)  = N0(s)D2(s)  = 0,     and     -2N  (s)D  (s)  = -2,     such that 

(S   -   1)(S   +   1)    +    U) 
G(s)  = 

P(s) 
(S   +  1   -   JW0)(S   +   1   +   jW0)        Q(s) 

(55) 
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a)  Hoots of H(.s) b)    Root  loci of QCs) 

Fig.   6.      POLE-ZERO AND  LOCI  MAPS  FOR     H(s)=s/(s+l)   (HIGH  PASS). 

('.       H(s)—Simple Bandpass Filter 

2 
Consider next    H(s) = s/(s   +2s+2)     for the simple bandpass filter. 

'thus,     N   (s)D   (s)   = 0,     -2N   (s)D   (s)   = -4s - 4,     N0(s)D2(s)   = 2s;      so that 

G(s)  - 
s(s2 + 2s +  2)  + o.2(s + 2)      „.   , 
 0       P(s ) 

D(s  - jioo)D(s  + ju«  ) = Q(S) 

1 

-1 

Jl" 
1 

-W„ = — 
0    2 

c)   Root   loci of P(s) 

jw 

U)0>2 

P(s) 
d)     Root location of G(s)  = K' -r^-r Q(s) 

Tlio roots  of     H(s)    and    G{s),     and   the  root  loci of  the poles and  zeros 

of    G(s)    are plotted in Fig.   7.     From Fig.  7d it  is observed  that the 

first  order all pass,  when commutated,   yields a notch filter. 

• 
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J^ > 

ir +i 
- a 

a)  Roots of H(s) b) Root  loci  of Q(s) 

Jw 

/S% 

+1 

c) Root  loci of P(s) 

1 
J^ 

t 
d)  Root  location of G(s)  = 

PCs) 
Q(s) 

Fig. 7.  POLE-ZERO AND LOCI MAPS FOR H(s) = (s-l)/(s+l)  (ALL PASS). 

The root loci and the pole-zero patterns are plotted and they are shown 

in Fig. 8 for this example. Figure 8d reveals that when a simple band- 

pass filter is commutated, the result Is a pair of adjacent bandpass 

filters with a notch between them that deepens as ^  Increases and 

the complex zeros approach the jw axis. 
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•' +J 1 
JW 

" +J 

-1 -1 

'■ -J 

•'-j 

a) Roots of H{s) b) Root loci of Q(s) 

-*#i 

-2 

JCü 

.+J 

c) Root loci of P(s) 

"2    "IX 

JU) 

d) Root location of G(s) = 
PCs) 
Q(s) 

Fig.   8.     POLE-ZERO AND  LOCI   MAPS FOR    H(s)   = s/(s +2s+2) 
(BAND PASS). 
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1 

D.      H(s)—More Complex Functions 

For the simple functions above It was not necessary  to develop Eq. 

(50),   Instead Eq.  (41) could have been used directly.    For generaliza- 

tion to more complex transfer functions,  Eq.   (50) was generated,   since 

the root loci of the zeros of    G(s)    begin at the roots of    T.Cs)    and 

migrate through the roots of    T-^s),   ,,.,  T (s);     i.e.,   the roots of 

T  (s)    roughly terminate at the roots of    T    ..(s)    for the lower values n n+l 
of    k,     as    k    advances this simplicity is also lost. 

25 
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Chapter IV 

SWITCHING VARIATIONS 

In the general system block diagram, shown in Fig. 1, the "commuta- 

tion" of the filter was implemented by the use of series modulators in 

each leg of the filter, one on the input and another one on the output. 

For the discussion in Chapter II, where an analog (sinusoid) and a digi- 

tal (rectangular) form of "commutation" were to be introduced, the modu- 

lators provided a technique that could include both types of "commutation." 

More specifically, since the thrust in recent years has been miniaturiza- 

tion and integration, the potential of the digital "commutation" technique 

is of particular importance since the digital techniques lend themselves 

very well to integration. 

By using a rectangular or digital form of commutation, the modulators 

can be replaced by mechanical or electronic commutators on the input and 

output of the filter. In some of the earliest papers on N-path filters, 

the filter model included mechanical wafer switches (break before make 

type) on the input and output (see Fig. 9), thus introducing the termi- 

nology of a "commutated filter" [LEI, FI1, SUl], 

r-vV—r* >. "o 

Y in 

H(s) 

n. 
H(S) 

H(s) 

H(s) 

*%   v^ 
3>     ^ 

OUT 

Fig.   9.     SERIES COMMUTATED N-PATH FILTER WITH A  PAIR OF  ROTARY  SWITCHES 

ROTATING AT A FREQUENCY OF    o^. 
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Now consider the configuration shown in Fig.   10 and develop the 

transfer function for this case,   as was done for the rectangular modu- 

tation case In Chapter  II.    The first thing to be realized  In this case 

is that all the resistances for the low pass EC's are lumped together 

as R1  preceding the input switches.    The Individual path network    H(s) 

becomes a shunt reactive network   (in Fig.  10 it  is shown as a single 

capacitor).    To develop the equations,   it is necessary to examine the 

structure of a single path of the N-path filter as shown in Fig.  11. 

OUT 

Fig.  10.     GENERAL NOTATION OF SWITCHED N-PATH FILTER. 

n 

1 L Jl 
H     (JUJ) 
xy 

Fig.   11.     SINGLE PATH STRUCTURE FOR DEVELOPING THE TRANSFER FUNCTION 
OF  THE N-PATH FILTER WITH THE COMPLETE STRUCTURE AS   IN FIG.   10. 
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The    H    (J'')    in the figure  Is the transfer function of  the capncl- xy 
tor,   such that 

Vnl(>0 = H^n^W + H^CJ.Ol^Cju.) 

Vn2(Jl,,) = H21(J(A,)Inl(Jtl,) + H22(JUj)In2(jüJ) 

(56) 

Also frcan Fig. 11 

e  (t) - v^^t) 

■
VIl2<t) 

(57) 

where    p  (t)    and    q  (t)    are the characteristics of the  input and output 

switches  respectively.    By applying Laplace transform methods 

+ 00 

nl = ^    4M 
Pa exp[-JV(n -1)

l]
X
 [Ei(^ - ^oa) ■ Vnl(JUJ " JV) 

+00 

^2 = ST     I     % ^p[-JV(n - ^ I] V
n2(JW " ^0^ 

ä    p— ~ 00 w ■• 

(58) 

where    p  (t)    is as in Eq.   (7) and    q  (t)    is similar. n n 
If    H    (ju)    is selected so that xy 

Hxy(jw)  = 0 for all     |u(  > -£. 

then the expressions for    V ,     and    V „    reduce to zero for all    ct    and 
nl      n2 

ß except a = ß = 0;  |w0a| < 
w
0/2 and  h0ß| < 

u
0/2 hold only when 

a = ß = 0. Thus 
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lnl      T,!^ 
ÜXP[■

, 0
Mtt

'
l)
 N] 

V El(JO  "  ^O^  - ^ P0Vnl()  ' 

(59) 

^2   -^«O^110 

Next, by substituting the two Kqs. (59) into the Uqs. (56) and 

transposing thu voltage terms to the left side, we obtain 

„if * 1?7 Po) * vn2(^ Qo) ' -^ ^ "a '"»[-'o'" -,) l]^«'- " >o0) 

^.(Tf "o) ' v„2f + ^ Q0y la 

(60) 

JV» 

By elimlnatinß    V from the above equations by  solving them simul- 
nl 

taneously for    V „, n2 

Vn2(,10  = f FUw)  V Pa exp[-J.0(n-l) IIE^J. - j^a) (61) 

where 

r(j^) = 

R2 

S1+
3(

H
-

+% H12H21 

(62) k 

Now it is necessary to expand the derivation to the entire network 

and not simply a single path. The derivation from this point will very 

closely parallel that of chapter II. From Eq. (4), 

N 

U2(t) = ^ Vn2(t)qn(t) 
n=l 

(63) 
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and using the Laplace transform techniques shown earlier 

N +00 

u2(Jw) =   1       I«« exp[-J(.0(n -1) I] x V2n(ju - JV) 
n=l ß= -oo    K        u -' 

(64) 

Substituting for    V.,     using Eqs.   (61) and   (62),   the  result  Is 

V^ =lllj-*a% exp[-J-0(a + ß)(n - 1) I] 
N     Ct     p      0 

x raw - jw0ß)Eirjw - jw0(a + ß)J 
(65) 

which is similar to Eq.   (12). Continuing the same method of derivation 

that was used on Eq.   (12),   it can be seen that the summation over    N 

equals    N   and if    a = kN - ß [see Eqs.   (17) and   (18)],   the following 

is obtained : 

,     -,   . ■ ,- .-- L^   /   P E   (iw -   lU) kN) 
PÄ 4-    ß    J J 0K' ^    kN-ß 1 J J 0     ' 

U2(JaJ) = FS V(JU " Jll,0ß) 
0   ß     p k 

(66) 

and finally, by the application of the band limitations which provided 

Eq. (20), namely 

w 
E1(JCJ) = 0 for all     [U)|  > N -^ 

and 

U  (jw) = 0 for all    ß ^ ±1 

therefore 

U0(.JW) 
G(JU) = ^w 

= ^ [Q
+i

p-ir(J"" JV + Q-ip+i
r(^ + tv] (67) 
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It  can  be .seen,   then,   that   (67)   is similar to Kq.   (21).    As was 

montioned earlier,   the  use of  the series switches  in each path  instead 

oJ   the modulators,   modulated by a unit amplitude rectangular wave has 

the same effect.     Thus,   by using Eqs.   (27)  and   (28)  to calculate    P , 

P+1,   Q+1,     Kq.   (67)  becomes 

GO )   = 
'sin — 

R [- jo. - j^0) + r(,ic + ,j-o)J (68) 

Until now the H(.i^) function has been restricted simply to the 

reactive portion of a low pass filter. Now consider H(j^) to be a 

single shunt capacitor as shown in Fig. 10. 

11    J'xC 12  juc 21 
1 

juc 22 
1 

(69) 

and with    p    = Q    =  1/N    from Eqs.   (27) and   (28) 

rcjw) ^ ^NR2 

(jfe + NRl)(- -k +  ^ A2 
(70) 

When    R2  »  [l/jC 

rcju) « 1  + jwNR C 
(71) 

and thus 

r(jw ± >n) 
0'       1  +   (ju   ± juo)  Nl^C 

(72) 

The 3 db bandwidth can be found  from Eq.   (72) by 
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(ui  -  uo)   N^C   --   1 

BW = 2(ü   -  uj   )   = —Z— D 3 db K (T       NRjC 

and the    Q    of this filter is 

(73) 

Q = 
^0 %

m
i

C 

BW     2 ' (74) 

and if sensitivity is defined as 

Q  ÖQ/ÖK 
K ' Q ' K 

then 

sr   = 1 and SJ = 1 (75) 

Thus the bandwidth and the network Q are directly proportional to 

the number of paths in the N-path filter. Also it has been shown that 

the sensitivity of Q with respect to R.  and C are both very stable, 

theoretically. These sensitivities are also very comparable with those 

of the RLC band-pass filter. 

Next examine the insertion attenuation factor of Eq. (68), 

^N (76) 

In Fig.  12,     TL.    is plotted and  it can be seen from the figure or Eq. 

(76)  that for    N > 15,      % « 1. 

Next,   reexamine     TV,    after making two modifications.    First,   from 

Chapter  II.B,   let    N = T/x,    where    T is  the  sampling period  and     T 
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Fig.   12.      INSERTION ATTENUATION     T^    VERSUS    N    FOR A 
SERIES   SWITCHED N-PATH FILTER. 

is  the  sampling  interval.     Secondly,   introduce    k,     an  integer index to 

represent the harmonic number of  the  switching frequency.     Inserting 

these  into    n. 

fsin 
kn-r 

\ krtT 
T 

(77) 

To illustrate the effect of  this  term,      r^    or 

T        1 where    N = 3,     j = 3 (78) 

will be plotted in Fig. 13. The output spectrum of the three path filter 

is as shown in Fig. 14. 
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k(harmonic) 

Fig.   13.     HARMONIC  RESPONSE ATTENUATION WITH RESPECT TO  THE 
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY FOR A  THREE   SECTION FILTER. 

harmonics of clock  frequency 

Fig.   14.     FREQUENCY  SPECTRUM OF A  THREE PATH SWITCHED FILTER. 
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Thus,   from the previous discussion,   it can be concluded that   the 

transfer function    GO)    in Eq.   (68),   for large    N    will appear as a 

sequence of narrow,   equally spaced passbands of  identical shape and 

nearly  equal height,   centered at harmonics of  the switching frequency 

•   .     This corresponds  to the   "comb filter" characteristic,   which is 

frequently employed  in the detection of periodic signals  Immersed  in 

wide band noise.    With an N-path filter configuration,   this  "comb" 

characteristic can easily be tuned by simply varying the switching 

frequency . 

As a final topic before considering a shunt switching technique, 

the phase shift and the group time delay of  this type  of N-path filter 

will be discussed.    By examining Eq.   (68),   it  is obvious that the fre- 

quency   response of   tlu> transfer fum-iion  is dependent   on  thn     r^j'1) 

function.     Thus  to perform the phase angle calculation consider Eq.   (72) 

The phase angle   is  then 

^(O = arctan NI^CC»   - ^ ) (79) 

and from '((^ ).  the group time delay U 

drp(^) 
d(' 

NR C 

1 + K C(co - oo) 
(«Ü) 

The group time delay for the 3 db bandwidth Is found  by using    (    -'0) 

1/NR C    from  (73) and substituting this into  (80),   thus 

NR1C 

G 3 db 
1 + 

NRjC 

[NR1C   *   NiqcJ 
BW 

(81) 
3 db 

For a  simple RLC resonate circuit,   these same functions are as fol- 

lows 
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Thus shunt switching will reduce the number of switches by a factor 

of two. Also by using a single shunt switch in place of the two HorJen 

switches, the problems that arise from nonidentical switches in the samt' 

filter leg will be eliminated (this problem will be discussed further In 

Chapter VI). 

As will be seen in Chapter VI, by the use of active filter tech- 

niques, it is possible to overcome the tolerance problems to be dis- 

cussed in Chapter V. These active circuit configurations lend them- 

selves almost exclusively to the shunt switching configuration, thus 

further discussion of this point will be deferred until then. 
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Chapter V 

N-PATH REALIZATION PROBLEM 

In this section the effects  of  trying to realize an N-path filter 

with non-ideal components subject to production tolerances will be de- 

termined.     It will be shown that  these tolerances cause two interfering 

signals  to appear at the filter output;   namely a portion of  the switch- 

ing frequency    fn   and the frequency difference    2f„ - f J     J     J.     It will 
o 0      desired 

also be shown that the signal to noise ratio customarily demanded,   would 

lead to non-realizable close production tolerances.    This  ratio depends 

on the mutual agreement of the    N    paths with respect to the amplitude 

and phase of their transfer function,   and on the quality of the switch- 

ing pulses.    The major portion of this discussion was developed by E. 

Langer   [IA2J  and in his development,   he has presented several approaches 

that minimize the tolerance difficulties to some degree.    Also,   in this 

section,   some consideration of the selectivity problems presented by the 

use of simple RC networks is discussed. 

A.       Interference Effect 

From the mathematical treatment of the network in Chapter  II,  assum- 

ing that    H(jw)    represents the transfer function of a low pass filter, 

and the switches and switching impulses are identical,   the output func- 

tion can be represented as in Eq.   (4)  or 

N N 
u2(t) =   2   qn(t)vn(t)  =  ^   qn(t)fh(t) * (pn(t)   •  ^(t))] (83) 

n=l 's n=l *' •* 

In Eq.   (83) all    h(t),s    are assumed  Identical,   and    Pn(t)     and    q_(t) 

are the switching functions of    M1    and    M-,    the input and output modu- 

lators.    See Fig.  16 for a plctoral representation of the terms for a 

single path.    The next step is to generalize the above result  to the 

situation where the filters are non-ideal due to component tolerances. 

The expression  in Eq.   (83) generalizes  to 
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1 
u2(t)   = q^tm^t)  *  (p1(t)   •   u^t))] 

+ q2(t)rh2(t)  *   (p2(t)   •   UjCt)^ (84) 

+ q3(t)rh3(t)  *  (p3(t)   .  ^(t))]    +  .   .   . 

Before making the calculations necessary  to determine the extent 

of  the  interference due to the  switching functions  and the network com- 

ponents,   It would be wise  to make several qualitative  considerations 

beforehand.    As was developed   in Chapter   IV,   the transfer function  of 

the N-path filter  is dependent  on all of  the harmonics  of the modulat- 

ing frequency    w  .     Since the notation required  by  the following dis- 

cussion  is somewhat different from previous notation,   a brief deriva- 

tion  of  the harmonic content will be introduced  at  this  time. 

The Fourier analysis of  a rectangular impulse of  amplitude 1, 

width    T    and the  repetitive  frequency 

fo=? = ?r    with T = J (85) 

leads to the spectrum 

u((l)   )   =  NA 
0 n 0,n 

2Sl„f 
U(2Cü   )   = 

0 23T 

2slnf 

2slnH 
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Kach oi these harmonics of w leads to a low-pass to band-pass trans- 

1'urination. Thus the performance of the network may be investigated for 

each harmonic   of   the modulating frequency   separately. 

The  temporal displacement of modulating frequency from path to path 

has  the  phase angle 

fp    =  (n - 1) — 
n N 

(87) 

The signal behavior of a single path    n,     with the oscillator volt- 

age 

u„     (t) = L'        cos   (w t + cp 
0,n 0,n 0 '„> =|Vn   "     X, exp[jv(V + V]     (88) 

v= ± 1 

and  the   input voltage 

u1(t)  = U    cos ^t = | u
1   *      I!     exp Jv^t (89) 

can be described  as  follows 

U2.n(t)   = \\ [U0.n   ^^ «^[j^V +  ^n^   Ul   ^ 1 ^^s]   * ^^j 

v= +1 L J 

(90) 

In  the  real filter it is possible  that   the two multipliers would 

be different,   however,   the worst case effect of  the tolerances  occurs 

when both multipliers are equal.    The first multiplication  in Eq.   (90) 

(in square brackets) conveys  that 
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I V 
V1'   •  U0.n(,)  = 7"o.n  •  h\l1 -P[l'<  „t *  ■■„ +   ^t)' 

+      2,     exP   iv(,ln1 

v= ± 1 L U 
.t + on  - ^t) 

(91 ) 

In the present case,   only a single filter input frequency  produces 

this interesting condition.    Permitting the convolution of  the expres- 

sion  in Eq.   (91) with     h   (t),     produces   the  transformation  of     H   (j-    ) 
)n n  "    1 

By definition,   the transfer function of  the  low pass 

element is 

with 

and 

H   (JO))  = H  (w)  exp  JS   (Lü) 
n L    n       . 

H  (u)  =   |H   (J^) n n 

Im H  (jw) 
S    = arctan -———-r—r 

n Re  H   (,jw) 
n 

(92) 

and if    co = w    + CJ 

Hn[j("0±Wl> H   (jt-) 
n   ■'    '0=0,:   +U) 

0     1 

If the low pass upper frequency  limit 

then for all practical purposes the vs 
i.       is much smaller than     -   , 
g 0' 
terms  in  the output voltage 

are negligibly small.     The voltage    v   (t)    which  Is a function of  the 

magnitude and phase of    H   (jw)    can be represented as 

V^^n  J^-P^K" V*   +  ':n + 0 (93) 
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in which case 

and 

k     = H  {'-     - u,   )   =    H   (iO 
n no 1 n u^u, -^ 

0    1 

Im H   (jw) 
n u>=f.L  -w 

0     1 
= arctan  ■ r  

n Re  H  (jw) 
n u^-^ 

■ I|j   urn   nm^i 

i'or  this  selection,   the  transfer gain  and  the  phase angle  of  a  single 

path are determined.     From this 

voltage  of   the  form   is  obtained 

path are determined.     From this expression  of     v   (t),     the path  output 

I   \ ^.n^ '  I ^nVnjJ^ ^(^0  " V*  + 2\ + %)] 

exp jv(-w t + g   )/ 
v"l I- 1 n -1) 

(94) 

1     2 i 
4    0,n  1  n| 

cos [(2"o w  )t  +  2rp +  cr,      + cos     w t   -  0     , 
n nj L 1 nJ! 

It   is  now evident  that the output  voltage  of  a single  path    u 

contains  two components,   one with  the  signal  frequency 
2, r> 

and  the 

other  is  a function  of     2^   - w        When  the effect of  the  series  switch 

is considered  on   the  single path  reaction,   there  is the effect  of   the 

constant  voltage component    A       of  the  switch  introduced  while conduct- 

ine  into the     u term.    This  new component   is a function  of  the  form b 2, n 
r      A    cos   (^ t + rp  ). 
0,n n 0 n 

Thus,   in  order  to get  the  output  voltage  for the entire  N-path  fil- 

ter,   it   is  necessary  to simply  sum all  of   the    u functions  together 
»i n 

and  get : 

M 
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U2 =   1   U2.n(t) 
n=l      ' 

" 1 uofi
uiki|cos  [(2ajo - t'i)t + ^i + 6i] + cos [V - h]\ 

(95) 

+ V^ 1A1  cos   (^t + cp 

+ cos + Un  oAo  cos   ^o*   +  ?2)  +   ... (+U0.2A2 

in the ideal filter    %,! ^0) 2 =  • • •  = \N,    ^ = k2 =  ...  = k^ 

Sj = §2 = * * * = % and Al = A2 = *** = %' moreover, Eq. (87) is ex- 

actly valid and the 2w - w and the u terms disappear from u (t), 

such that 

12 12 
u2(t) « - UQUJ^I? cos  (o^t  -  f)  +  4 U0  + U1k cos   (^t   - g)  +   ... 

(96) 

i U^UnkN cos   (üJ t  - g) 
4    0  1 1 

Thus,   by examination of Eq.   (95),   it  is seen that  the size of  the 

disturbance voltage in a real filter is dependent of five parameters. 

1. The difference in the oscillation amplitude    UQ n    caused by 
unequal pulse widths of the keying impulse; 

2. The difference in the damping factor    kn    of the paths; 

3. The difference in the phasing    gn    of the paths,   which is 
caused  chiefly by the tolerance of  the RC  low pass components; 

4. The deviation of the keying impulse phasing    cpn    depending 
essentially on the accuracy  of  the key impulse generator. 

5. The inequality of the quiescent  points,   the betas,   the satura- 
tion voltages,   and the switching and storage  times  of   the 
transistor switches. 
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B.       Discussion ol  Means   to Minimize  the  Interference  Effect 

From  the  above  list,   it   is clear that the disturbance  in an N-path 

filter  is  primarily one ol  the  interactions of one path with another, 

and  not just  the result ol   the  tolerance of a single path.     From these 

circumstances  it  is also very  clear that certain  of  these filter ele- 

ments are particularly suited  to integration.    By  integration,   several 

nearly  equivalent transistors  or RC-networks can be produced on a sin- 

gle  substrate and then be used as building blocks.     Thus temperature 

variations will have an equivalent effect on all paths,   so that it might 

be  expected   that the  filter quality would remain  constant  over a usable 

range  of  temperatures.     Just  as  important as  the temperature swing,   is 

the variation in the  long time constant of particular filter components. 

By merely   integrating the circuits  onto a single substrate does not hold 

the component value tolerances  to within a useable range,   thus it is ne- 

cessary  to use a more complicated combination uf   integration techniques. 

By  a  critical examination of  the  five methods of  error   injection 

listed   in  the  last  section,   it   is  clear that  the component  tolerances 

have  a  sufficiently small  effect  on errors discussed   in points 1 and  4. 

The  higher   the operating  frequency of the filter,   the  greater  the need 

for  matched  transistor  switches  and  on the overall  quality of the keying 

impulses.     For  these  reasons,   the  realization of the  N-Path  Filter has an 

upper  operating frequency  limit  of  about  2 MHz  at  the  present  time. 

If  parallel switching  is   Introduced  In place of the  series switches, 

for  which the above equations were developed,   then the  cause of the keying 

impulse  errors  is chiefly the  collector-base  capacitance of the switching 

transistor.     The effect  of using parallel switching  is to weaken the fac- 

tors     A       in Eq.   (95).     Let   this weakened  factor  be     a   . n n 
An  effective method,   introduced  by Langer   [LA2],   for  the reduction 

of  the keying  impulse disturbance  is  achieved  by using a push-pull/single- 

ended   configuration as  shown  in Fig.   17.     In this configuration,  the 

switching   impulse switches  both  sides of the N-path  channels  at the  same 

time,   by  so doing,   this   leads  to compensation of   the  keying  impulse  largely 

through  the differential  output  of  the  filter. 
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The  simplest method  for  the removal of the characteristic distur- 

bance of N-path filters  is the synchronization of the  switching pulse 

generator with the wanted  signals.     Then the switching frequency and  the 

reflected  frequency are equal  to the wanted  signal  frequency.     In this 

situation,   the disturbances  reduce to a small modulation gradient. 

C.       The  Selectivity Problem 

The N-path filter   for  the  low-pass-bandpass  transformation is depen- 

dent  on the selection of low-pass  filter sections,     H(s),     for their 

quality,     Q.     If the  low-pass element  is a simple RC,   then the skirts 

drop off at  the rate of 6 dB per  octave at best,  which  is not sufficient. 

The  transfer  function of a simple well behaved  low-pass section has only 

one real  pole.     By cascading  several RC sections  the skirts become steeper 

at  the rate of approximately 6 dB per octave for  each  additional section 

(the 6 dB  factors are of course additive).     Likewise,   as the component 

count  increases,  the bandwidth of  the low-pass filter  very rapidly ap- 

proaches   its limit.     As  is well known,  by cascading simple RC sections, 

it  is  impossible to achieve  anything other than poles on the real axis 

for  the low-pass filters. 

In order to attain a favorable relationship between bandwidth and 

selectivity,  at least one pair of complex conjugate poles is necessary. 

Thus the denominator polynomial of the transfer function must be of at 

least  order  2,  and  its roots must  consist of complex  conjugate roots  in 

pairs.     As  is also well  known,   the  transfer  function of a network must 

be a  rational  function and be of the form 

2 n a,+  a, s + a_s    +  ...  + a s _.   . 
0/,   ,         0         1 2 n Z(s) 
G{s)  =   

b    +  bs +  b s2 +  ... + b  S
m       P(S) 

0 12 m 

s =     o + Ju 

(97) 

Assuming G(s)  is as simple as possible,  P(s) must be of order 

two and its roots must also consist of a complex conjugate pole pair, 

thus 
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(98) 

In some  cases it may also be desirable to have complex conjugate zero 

pairs.     In the case where  there are both complex zeros and poles,   the 

network can be realized  by using the passive bridge tee configuration. 

As was seen earlier,  the low-pass-bandpass transformation retains the 

symmetry of the   pole   pairs and transforms them to around     ±ju      instead 

of    0. 

An active low-pass  filter of order three can be easily realized as 

shown in several configurations by Sallen and Key  fSAlJ.    More will be 

said  about this in the next  chapter on applications. 

When active low-pass filters are used in the paths,  it  is necessary 

to reexamine some of the characteristics of the transfer function.   There 

is particular   interest    in determining the damping  function.     For  this 

calculation,  assume a path configuration as shown in Fig.   18 with the 

frequency approaching zero.     From Eqs.   (58)  and   (62)   it can be considered 

that  the transfer function    G(jw)     approaches the product of two factors; 

[sin  (jt/N)/(n/N)]2    and     IXjco).    With    Po = Qo = l/N,     then 

r(juj) 
H21R2N 

(«11  + RiN)<H22 + R2N)  "  H12H21 
(99) 

Fig.   18.     SINGLE  PATH CONFIGURATION. 
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Then  for     u = 0    and     R 

H21(0) 
1 (0) = ^^o); R^ (100) 

Thus  the damping argument  of  the filter  is 

II (u;) n        sin s Hoi(0) ^ - -S ^0 N .  ^1  (101) 
N  Mu> n '  . v2 H,i(0) + RiN 

1   UJO     /it\ 11       1 

It can be seen that the feedback in an active filter will add some 

regulation and reduce the effect of component tolerances on the stability 

of the circuit.  The tolerance sensitivity of such a network increases 

quickly for n > 3,  likewise the size of the substrate used to Integrate 

the filters and switches grows so large that homogeniety is less likely 

and the yield becomes poorer. 

Because of the periodocity of the frequency spectrum of the N-path- 

filter, as shown in Fig. 14, it becomes essential that the quality of 

the wideband filter which follows the M-path-fllter la dependent on the 

far-off selectivity of the low-pass filters. With respect to the croaa 

modulation disturbances, a selection should be made such that a portion 

of the theoretically desired selectivity is achieved from these distur- 

bances. The requirements for the shirt roll-off of the theoretical 

series wide-band filter depends directly on, among other things, the 

number of paths, N. This dependence can be seen by examining the plots 

of the damping function ^w in Fig. 19. For small N, ^  dropa off w a 
rapidly as the harmonic number increases, and for larger H   the damping 

reduces much slower as the harmonic number increasea. The formula for 

the required theoretical selectivity S  is 

2   2 n 
r sin - 

S ^ S - 20 log  j ^ dB (IB«) 
sin r ^ 

r.o 
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Fig.   19.  RELATIVE DAMPING AND SELECTIVITY FOR A N-PATH FILTER. 

where 

S = dealred far-off selectivity 

r = harmonic number of w 

This also is plotted in Fig. 19.  Thus, the far-off aclcctivity bocomos 

poorer as N increaaea and the following wideband filter and the low 

paaa filtert in the individual paths must be sharper and thus becomo 

more difficult to realize. 
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Chapter VI 

APPLICATIONS 

In this chapter  the performance characteristics of N-path  filters 

and why  it would  be advantageous to use this  configuration over  some 

other will be discussed.     Also,   several specific examples of practical 

applications  for  the N-path filter will  be given. 

From past experience it is well known that high Q bandpass filters 

at relatively low frequencies require large inductors, and as a general 

rule, are impractical since Q is limited to approximately 100 by these 

inductors. The filters also tend to be very sensitive to small changes 

in element values. As was shown in the development of the performance 

factors of the N-path-filter in the earlier sections, the N-path filter 

can overcome many of these objections. 

The performance characteristics of the N-path filter that make their 

potential use attractive in general and for some specialized applications 

are: 

1) Periodic filtering characteristics can be achieved over a 
limited frequency band,   thus realizing a low-frequency 
comb filter response without using distributed elements. 

2) Narrow-band band-pass and band-elimination filters can be 
realised at very low frequencies without the use of in- 
ductors. 

3) A low-pass to band-pass transformation can be realized 
exactly. 

4) The center frequency and the bandwidth  (as will be seen 
la the following implementation) of the resultant  filter 
can be varied electronically. 

Although intereat   in this method of    rommutatlng    a set of low pass 

filters into s bandpass or comb filter appeared as early as 1933,   it was 

not feasible for most applications before solid  state switches bpraim> 

available to replace mechanical commutators.    By Integrating thr filters 

and the switches,  the present state of the terhnology will  allow: 

1) the operation of an N-path  filter  fron npproxlmatolv  'A llz 
to 2 Mia 

2) excellent temperature stability 

3) small  alse and weight. 
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Thus as was shown throughout this paper and in the literature, the 

N-path-fllter has been of interest for many reasons.  In summary, some 

of theso reasons were: 

1) The comb filter characteristic which could be achieved 
at low frequencies as well as a higher frequency 

2) Possibly realizing an all-pass constant delay network 
over a limited bandwidth without inductors (Franks 
and Sand berg [FRl]) 

3) Narrow-band-band-pass filter over a considerable fre- 
quency range with a high Q and small size. Elec- 
tronically variable center frequency and bandwidth 
may also be Included. 

4) Also, from the observations in Chapter III, by using 
other than low-pass filters in the N-paths it is 
possible to design a variable attenuator, a notch 
filter and a pair of adjacent band-pass filters with 
a notch between them by using a simple high-pass filter, 
a first order all-pass section and a simple band-pass 
filter respectively. 

A.  Implementation Example 

The implementation example to be presented next la a very interest- 

ing and recent design which was the topic of two papers by E. Langer 

[LA3], [LA4l. This implementation employs an N-path filter in the I.E. 

of an AM/FM receiver with electronic bandwidth switching. The receiver 

is being produced by Siemens of West Germany. A block diagram of the 

integrated receiver is shown in Fig. 20. 

In Chapter 5 it was shown that tolerance and stability problems re- 

quire that the individual path low-pass filtera have complex conjugate 

poles. The second order active low-pass filter thst will be used as the 

basic functional unit for the N-path filter in this implementation is 

shown in Fig. 21. The transfer function is developed as follows: 

V"   vfüi-rd^-   V • yu - rrivT   "«» 

V  <s>  = -VjCs) CjCs) «jCjis) (104) 
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Flg.   21.     ACTIVE SECOND ORDER LOW-PASS FILTER. 

Assuming    R    » R  ,   R    » R 
1 K      1 g 

V.(8) 
4 

\ s K 8 K/ 
G2(8) (105) 

Thus the overall transfer function is 

V4(8) 
F(8) = =^^. * 

-R. 
E1(8)    R ♦ 

(106) 

a1G1(s)G2(8) * 
R8 

and substituting for    0.(8)    and    0.(8) 

F(8) 
-1 

R    > R 

i^ [l ♦ •(*ici * R2r2) ♦ •a • RiciV2] ♦ r 

(107) 

For    F(8>    to be the transfer function with two cosiplex conjugate poles. 

the dlscrlalnate of the denoainator aust be less than xero, or 

5« 
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1 

(R1C1   + R2C2)< 

4R1C1R2C2 
< 1  + 

3   1 
R    +  H 

s K 
(108) 

By replacing the capacitors  In Fig.   21 with switched  triplets of 

capacitors,   the configuration is  convertea  to a variable-time filter 

with N-path character.     Thus,   the low-pass filters are  transformed to 

bandpass  filters in accordance with the N-path rules developed  in pre- 

vious sections.    The net effect  is that each    G(s)  = l/(l+sRC)     Is re- 

placed  by 

sin 
G(s  ± JUJ0) (I) 

il) 

r i 
[l +   (s-ju0)NRC + 1  +  (s+>0)NRcJ (109) 

assuming that rectangular modulation Is employed. Entering two functions 

of this form Into Eq. (106), and after some reordering, the transfer 

function of a second-order bandpass filter shown In Fig. 22 is obtained. 

Flu. 22.  ACTIVE SEOOXP OftOER 3-1 ATM HI.TEH. 
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FN(s) 
V.(s) 

4 
R8 + RK 

alk l + (8-jüJo)NR1C1       l+(8-Jw0)NR2C2 

+   R 

R    + R 

alRKk 

|[i + iB^^m^c^R^) + (•-J^0)VR1C1R2C2] + f 

(110) 

2 2 
where    k =  [sin  (n/N)]/(n/N)      and Interest has been limited to the 

upper half of the s-plane.     Location of the poles can be made by studying 

the denominator of Eq.   (110).    First let    R /(R +R„) = A   and    a-.)uin = p. 
8 S      K U 

Now solve 

P2N2R1C1R2C2 + pH<R1C1+R2C2)  + 1 + a^  A = 0 (111) 

for    p. 

'1.2 

RlVR2C2     ±   /(R1C1^R2C2)2    . lülli 
2NR1C1R2C2  "J^^c^Cj)2       M2R1C1R2C2 

(112) 

Thus,  for Fig.  23 

'pole 

R
I
C

I ; R2
C

2 

8l,,liciRaca 

T 
J l 2     J 

<Rici * W    l**tk A 

-1 j - T ♦ ^o 
yj 4M'(RlClR2C2) N R^JRJCJ 

(113) 

mnd   3~3,4 = ^i.a* 
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Fig,  23.     s-PLANE PLOT OF N-PATH 
FILTER  POLES. 

The    w .,  «   .        equations require the condition *»213,4 

(Rici + w' 
4R1C1R2C2 

< 1 + ajk A (114) 

for the pole plot to be as shown In Fig. 23. 

Thus, the real component of the pole locations is only dependent 

on the low-pass time constants and the number of paths. The Imaginary 

component, on the other hand, is dependent on the network amplification 

and the source and feedback impedances as well. 
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The results of a qualitative analysis, performed by Langer [LA31, 

yields a voltage gain of 20 to 40 dB, which can be realized with rela- 

tively simply circuitry and suffices for practical requireaents. It 

is necessary that care must be taken to minimize amplifier phase shift 

in the vicinity of the switching frequency, ^0. Also, since the net- 

work is time-variable, no delay or storage effects can be tolerated 

without deterioration of the rf response and the overall gain. 

By cascading an additional N-path section,  as shown in Fig. 24, 

the new filter becomes a third order bandpass filter with a nearly flat 

area in the middle of the response curve.    With the network structured 

as shown in Fig.  24,  the active circuits are common to all paths,  thus 

the center frequency and the inherent filter noise are not affected by 

the parameter deviations of the operational amplifiers.     An improvement 

in the signal-to-noise ratio,  as well as,  a sharper selectivity curve is 

ensured by placing the op amp between the keyed low-pass networks. 

Further analysis of the circuit in Fig. 24 reveals that the band- 

width of the filter can be varied by a ratio of 1:10 by varying   R     snd 

R  .    For larger ratios,  the capacitors must be varied as well.    Thus, 

electronic control of the filter bandwidth can be achieved by varying 

R      and    R ,    and a suitable circuit for this is introduced in Fig. 25. 

Since in this integrated receiver the conventional ratio detector 

is replaced by an inductor less demodulator circuit, there is no suitable 

tuning criterion. By using bandwidth switching in the N-path filter, 

the transfer function of the filter may be adjusted first while tuning 

to a narrow bandwidth and then automatically switched to the specified 

value when the proper tuning position is achieved. 

The AM tuning accuracy can similarly be improved by synchronizing 

the N-path filter with the desired signal.     If, during tuning, the band- 

width of the receiver is made narrow enough and increased to full channel 

width as soon as the pulse generator is synchronized,  a ratio of the lock- 

ing range to the pull in range of 3 to 5 is achieved.    This 3 to 5 com- 

pares quite favorably to the pull-in range factor of 2 for "flywheel 

synchronization" circuits  (see Fig. 26). 
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Hg.  25.     BANDWIDTH SWITCHING COlfFIGIJRATION. 

Frequency conversion is another practical feature of this N-path 

filter.    Operation as a selective frequency converter  is possible when 

f      = nf      where    f   = switching frequency and 

n a 1,2.3.   ...  but    n / N,  2N.  3N.   ... 

Then the output frequency may be chosen arbitrarily within the ranges 

f-.— = mf„    where    m  = 1.2,3,... 
OtT O 

but        m / N,  2N,   3N,   ... 

Thus, the circuit can be used with the same switching frequency for 

various frequency bands. 

Some design considerations which effect this circuit have been dis- 

cussed earlier and in the literature llA2]. 

1.  Switching noise caused by phase and amplitude inequalities 
of the switching pulses 
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2. Siffnal-to-noise ratio can not be  improved  by increasing 
the signal voltage. 

3. Although the switching noise can be elialnated by 
synchronizing the switching frequency with the signal, 
a certain ■iniaua unsynchronlsed signal-to-noise rstlo 
■ust be attained or problems will arise In the syn- 
chronising circuit. 

Experiaental results for a ;irototype receiver with an AM bandwidth 

of 6 kHz and 200 kHz for FM, diode-tuned front end sections for AM and 

FM reception, and a digital discrlalnator are su—rized below: 

1. Adjacent-channel selectivity 

2. Signal-to-noise ratio 
(non-synchronized) 

3. Signal-to-noise ratio 
(synchronized) 

4. Tsnpersture stability 
(0 - 50#C) 

better than 46 dB 

approx. 30 dB 

dependent on front end 

♦500 Hz (dependent on 
switching pulse 
generator) 

Thus It can be seen froai the above exaaple that this configuration 

for a radio receiver aakes it possible to integrate a good deal of the 

circuitry with very good results. 

Tig.  26.     VARIABLE BANDWIDTH CHARACTERISTIC OF FILTER RESPONSE. 
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Chapter VII 

CONCUISIONS 

A concerted effort  has been aade to brinie tofcether the theoretical 

background,  the realization probleas and a discussion of potential appli- 

cations of the N-path  filter in a continuous  flow of ideas. 

Early in this paper the transfer function »as derived with Laplacv 

transforu for generalized aodulation, aa well as. sinusoidal and rectanicu- 

lar.    The low-pass to band-pass tr ana format inn  for« of the transfer  func- 

tions were noted and discussed.    Fro« the view point of circuit  integra- 

tion, the rectangular Modulation appears to be the nost practical  since 

the nodulatora can be replaced by seriea-saaplinit switches, and  in SOSM* 

cases shunt-saaplinn any be eaployed. 

Also considered was the effect of introducing other than low-pass 

elenents in each path  fro« a theoretical view.     These require further 

investigation before a practical realisation can be achieved.    Study 

«ust be given to the circuit configuration.   In each case, to ■inlnlse 

coaponeat tolerance effects and inter-path Modulation errors aa a «inlaun. 

The renainder concerned itself singly with the low-psss to band-pass 

realisation problens.  since this application see«s to have liedlate  in- 

terest.    The effects of using non-Ideal ceaponnnta are derived and analysed, 

circuit configurations to «iniaize these effects were proposed snd nn ap- 

plication was cited using one of these configurstions. 

This approach has «any advantagoa even nfter consideration of the 

realisation problans.    It Is s prlne candidate for integration.  It pemita 

frequency reaponae ndjuatnent by adjuatlng the switching frequency,  band- 

width nay be varied electronically,  it ia capable of continuous operation 

over the range of 3 Ha to 3 MMs Halted only by the switching trannistors. 

and it offera high    Q    over all of ita operating range without the use of 

inductors.    Sons of the dissdvsatagea are:    coaponent tolerance becoacs 

•ore critical aa the nuaber of paths increases,  switching transistor «atch- 

ing beconea «ore critical aa the awitching frequency is increased.  snd 

switch driving signsl  phasing slso becoaes aore criticsl ss the frequency 

of the switching incresses. 
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The advantages and short  caaings of the N-path  filter discussed 

above are generally true and aore specifically applicable to the circuit 

configuration used  in the applications exaaple.    As technology in the 

integrated circuit,  and thick and then fit« areas advance,   it  In quite 

conceivable that  conponeat tolerances will decrease,  transistors will 

iaprove and be better natched.  the upper frequency Unit will  increase 

and the number of paths that can be applied will also increase. 

The cost of lapleneating this type of device renalna high.     It is 

high for three reasons,  first, because of the lack of sufficient  tech- 

nology to ■iniaixe the realisation probleaa.  secondly,  the lack of aore 

than a few papera which concern theaselvea with the realisation probleaa. 

and finally,  the lack of any knowledge in the najority of the design en- 

gineering conaunlty of the circuit configuration and its theoretical and 

potentially useful characteri«itlea. 

1 
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Appendix  1 

MPLACE TRANSFORM PAIRS 

The follvoiac Laplace Transfom pairs have been enployed as necessary 

throughout   the derivatioas within this paper. 

x(t)  •   y(t) X(s)  •  Y(s) (A.I) 

x(t) ♦ y(t) X(s)  •   Y(s) (A.2) 

expfatl    *-*   -i- 
a-a 

(A.3) 

tSd)   ♦-►   (-1)V(«)    where   H,l<s) - ~ lH(s>I 
da 

(A.4) 

r- T)f(t-T)  dT H(S)C(S) (A.5) 

r h(T)t(t-T)TB(t-T)" dt   ♦-^    (-l)"(-l)"H (B)c"(a) (A.«) 

h(t) axpf-J^tl H(8 ♦ J^0) (A.7) 

h(t) expfj^tl H(a - >0) (A.8) 

The following «quality was also used In the derivatlona 

F(s) F(s-a) (A.9) 
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